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Chiaro di Luna is a young company, an idea conceived on the way back
from a journey, from a land where nature sets the rhythm of time, and
the nights are lit up by a billion stars, galaxies and the Moon, when it
feels like showing its face.
Hence the need for a portable light source, to take wherever you want: a
cordless rechargeable lamp.
Back in 2016 we were amongst the first to offer rechargeable battery
lamps. Today we are rich in ideas and experience and by listening to
customers' needs we have expanded and improved our range of
products:
We can offer four completely different models and others are in the
pipeline.
Our lamps are handcrafted and provide an exceptionally high level of
autonomous performance.
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Rivetto
Minimal and discreet, it creates a warm and
sophisticated atmosphere of intimacy in any location.
Take it wherever you want and you cannot help but use
it! Its autonomy lasts 50 hours at maximum intensity and
over 10 days at the minimum.
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Lucy
Extremely versatile cordless rechargeable lamp, suitable
for every situation where you want to create a warm,
welcoming atmosphere. Thanks to its accessories, it
comes in different shapes: on the table for a modern
sophisticated effect - in the garden transforming it into a
special setting – at home to light up your favourite
painting.
It has 14 hours of autonomy at maximum intensity and
over 200 hours at the minimum.
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Candle 2.0
The candle for the third millenium.
Its autonomy is about 10 hours
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Perla
The elegance of this lamp is perfect for a classical and
sophisticated location. Its downward-angled opalescent
light still manages to create a warm yet discrete
intimacy.
It has a 50-hour autonomy at its maximum intensity and
over 10 days at the minimum.
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RIVETTO
Variants and Colors

Steel Rivetto art. 202

Black Rivetto art. 203

Brass Rivetto art. 204

Ruby Rivetto art. 205

Sapphire Rivetto art. 206 Topaz Rivetto art. 207
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White Rivetto art. 208

Gold Rivetto art. 209

Corten Rivetto art. 210

Golden Leaf Rivetto art.239

Steel Rivetto+Leahter rod art. 252 Black Rivetto+Leahter rod art. 252
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LUCY
Variants and Colors

Lucy lamp art. 603

Lucy + Alluminium rod art.613 Lucy + Carbon fiber rod art.623

Lucy + Tek rod art.633

Lucy + Methacrylate rod art.643 Lucy + Leather rod art.653
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Perla art. 303

Candle 2.0 art. 403
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ACCESSORIES

Lucy Floor stand art.9001

Lucy Floor bracket artt.9002-9003 Lucy Wall bracket artt.9004-9005

Extra rechargeable battery art.9010

Multi-charger Box art. 9020

Maxi transport container artt.9046/43

Candela 2.0 tray art.9080

Cart art. 9060

Rivetto Flower carrier kit art. 9030

Perla lamp tray art. 9070

Luxury case art. 9090
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Technical Product Sheet:
- Lathe machined aluminum
- Metal
- Methacrylate
- Rechargeable Li-ion battery 12V DC - 2900 mAh
- Led module 1,2 W - 2700 K - 120lum
- Autonomy for continuous use: 45/50 hours at maximum intensity - 10 days at minimum intensity
- Dimmer
Variants:
Colour painting: White, COR-TEN steel, Gold, Graphite
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LUCY
Technical Product Sheet:
- Lathe machined aluminum
- Methacrylate
- Rechargeable Li-ion battery 12V DC - 2900 mAh
- Led module 1,2 W - 2700 K - 120lum
- Autonomy for continuous use:
14 hours at maximum intensity
200 hours at minimum intensity
- Dimmer
- Available only in black anodized version
Accessories:
Table stand:
Black anodized aluminium
Transparent methacrylate
Leather
Teak wood
Matte carbon fiber
Every variant with table stand has a stainless steel base
Floor stand: Black methacrylateWall Stand: Transparent methacrylate Ground stand: Blac

50/100
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PERLA
Technical Product Sheet:
- Lathe machined aluminum
- Metal
- Glass
- Methacrylate
- Rechargeable Li-ion battery 12V DC - 2900 mAh
- Led module 1,2 W - 2700 K - 120lum
- Autonomy for continuous use:
45/50 hours at maximum intensity
150 hours at minimum intensity
- Dimmer
Glass sphere:
- Opaline
- Transparent

CANDELA 2.0
Technical Product Sheet

- Aluminium
- Methacrylate
- Chrome plated brass
- Rechargeable Li-ion battery 12V DC
- Led module 1,2 W - 3000 K
- Autonomy for continuous use: about 10 hours
Table stand :
- Stainless steel
- Anodized aluminium
- Metal
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SECORA S.A.S. di Rossi Alberto & C.
Via Col di Lana, 6
35027 Noventa Padovana (PD)
P.IVA n° 03490810284
Tel. +39 335 1330129
info@chiarodilunadesign.com

www.chiarodilunadesign.com
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